AGENDA, 16. SEPTEMBER 2021

10:00 – 10:15  WELCOME | Maximilien Ast and Götz Schönfeld, Drees & Sommer; Claude Seywert, CEO Encevo


10:45 – 11:45  Executive lectures (each 5 minutes impul & 15 minutes discussion)
1. Peter Laubenstein Deceuninck, CEO Germany
2. Sara Bouchon, Luxinnovation GIE
3. Jochen Fehse, Head of Product Management SOFC Bosch

11:45 – 12.00  WRAP-UP: Are we shifting the date? | Dr. Mathis Wackernagel Global Footprint Network

12:00 – 13:30  LUNCH

13:30 – 14:30  Roundtables
3. Sustainable Finance: Jean-Marc Martin, European Investment Bank | Carlo Houblie, Bourse Luxembourg | Romain Müller, Firce Capital
4. Green mobility & aviation: Alexander Flassak, Luxembourg Airport | Alex Michels, Creos Luxembourg S.A.

14:30 – 15:15  Break

15:15 – 15:45  Keynote: Hydrogen – in the greater region | Claude Seywert, CEO Encevo

15:45 – 16:30  Panel: Green Deal - Target implementation and the effects on our economy
  Prof. Olivier Vassart, CEO Steligence® ArcelorMittal | Kasper Guldager Jensen, Co-Founder Home.earth | Aleksandra Njagulj, Managing Director, Global Head of ESG Real Estate DWS | Grigor G. Hadjieiev, Head of Product & Development West Europe Allianz Real Estate | Shiva Dustdar, Head of Division Innovation Finance Advisory EIB

16:30 – 16:45  Conclusion and networking